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Response to the comments of Reviewer #1

We thank the reviewer for the constructive comments on the manuscript.

This study presents an analysis of the impact of atmospheric nitrogen (N) de-
position, and in particular the contribution from ship-borne emissions, to the
biogeochemistry in the western Baltic Sea. This region is affected strongly by
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atmospheric N deposition from land sources as well as from ships in the North
Sea and Baltic Sea.

The authors use three different datasets (high to low spatial resolution) provided
by two different atmospheric models (CMAQ and EMEP) to force their physical-
biogeochemical model (HBM-ERGOM) to investigate the impact of different res-
olution and different data sources on the marine environment. They furthermore
apply an element tracing method to the atmospheric inputs from the shipping
and non-shipping sectors to quantify the contribution of the former to biogeo-
chemical processes in the study region. A 2-year simulation (incl. a 1-year spin-
up) is conducted for each of the different deposition datasets.

The authors find that the effect of different data products (i.e. atmospheric model
outputs) is much larger than the effect of high vs. low resolution of the atmo-
spheric deposition data. In addition, the contribution to the shipping sector to
dissolved inorganic N (DIN) exceeds 5 % in large parts of the study regions, with
maximum values up to 10 %. The contribution to particulate organic N (PON) is
found to be slightly lower. Hence, the shipping sector plays a small, nevertheless
relevant role for the biogeochemistry in the western Baltic Sea.

The manuscript is generally well written and easy to read. However, I think in its
current form the manuscript lacks a strong conclusion/scientific finding owed
to the study setup. In addition, some of the analyses could be more explicitly
address the research questions defined by the authors.

My strongest criticism - as also mentioned by the authors themselves - is that
the current study setup, in particular the comparably short simulation period, is
likely not sufficient to draw general conclusions on the impacts of both model
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resolution and the shipping sector on the biogeochemistry in the study region.
Instead of referring to future studies, the authors should address at least one
of the aspects they outline in their introduction to a sufficient level in order to
provide a strong study and conclusion. Besides this, I have a few minor points,
which I would like to see addressed before considering the manuscript for pub-
lication (outlined in the comments below).

Therefore, I recommend reconsidering the manuscript for publication after major
revision.

1 Major points/General comments

1.1 Study setup and findings

From my perspective, the current study does not allow for a strong conclusion
on any of the points raised by the authors (model resolution, different datasets,
shipping sector), which leads to Conclusions/Outlook, which rather read as a
discussion of the limitations of the setup and a referral to future studies to over-
come these. As discussed by the authors, this is due to the simulation period
of only two years relative to the long residence times of N (several years) in the
Baltic Sea. The former is owed to the fact that the applied marine model is not
designed for multi-year simulations, as it is not sufficiently parallelized. Conse-
quently, the model is not run to steady state.

> We extended the simulation period from two to four years for the CMAQ16mod setup
and tagged the total atmospheric nitrogen deposition (not only the shipping related ni-
trogen deposition). A plot showing resulting DIN and chlorophyll-a concentrations is
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added to the Supplementary Material (Fig. S.3). The DIN and chlorophyll-a concen-
trations with nitrogen of atmospheric origin (nitrogen from fixation by cyanobacteria is
excluded) converge to a steady-state in the thrid year at most stations in the region of
interest. The concentrations in the Arkona Basin probably need another year to con-
verge. Additionally, the concentrations in the second year are already quite close to the
third year’s concentrations at most stations. Therefore, we, now, consider the two-year
simulation period to be sufficient with respect to the proximity of tagged tracer con-
centrations to a steady-state. Nevertheless, we do not cover the interannual variablity,
which would be captured by a simulation of five or ten years duration.

I understand this technical constraint. However, there needs to be (at least) one
strong and important finding that is sufficiently supported by the present study.
This could be either the importance of resolution vs. different datasets or the im-
pact of the shipping sector. The former might be easier to do, as there is already
a strong indication that the different datasets overrule the effect of the different
resolutions. However, it would be worthwhile to conduct this analysis based on
a simulation that reached steady state, and thus provide not only qualitative in-
dications but also a quantitative assessment of the impact. This would make the
study much more relevant than it currently is.

Providing a comparable analysis (i.e. for a steady state) for the shipping sec-
tor’s contribution would, of course, be very interesting as well, and even more
relevant from a scientific point of view. However, I suppose it is computationally
more expensive due to the element tagging, and the authors may want to choose
only one of the two topics.

If neither of the two is feasible, the authors should state clearly in the introduc-
tion and conclusions that this study is only a proof of concept and more com-
prehensive analyses are required and left to future studies. However, this would
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significantly reduce the impact of the study. Hence, I recommend addressing
one of the two topics as described above.

> We realized that a two-years period is not too short as we expected previously (see
previous comment). We hope that this fact is sufficient as reply for this comment.

I further wonder why the authors chose the coarse (50 × 50 km2) resolution
EMEP dataset although there is finer resolution (0.1◦ × 0.1◦) EMEP data avail-
able? The resolution of the latter would be much closer to the CMAQ16 case,
and thus would allow for a better analysis of the effects of resolution vs. differ-
ent datasets. The results may not change significantly (Karl et al., in prep. same
spec. issue b), nevertheless using this data also in the present study, would
make it more consistent with the study goal.

> We used the default EMEP nitrogen deposition products. For the year 2012, only
data of the old resolution of 50 × 50 km2 are available on the EMEP homepage. The
year 2013 was repeated in the new resolution of 0.1◦×0.1◦. The EMEP deposition data
used in Karl et al. (in prep) were specifically generated for that publication.

1.2 Influence on biogeochemical processes

My second major point is that the study claims to analyze the impact of resolu-
tion, datasets and shipping sector on the “biomass production” (Introduction,
page 3, first research question) or “biogeochemical processes” (Conclusions,
page 22, lines 6-7). However, they do not show results of actual processes, but
only DIN and PON (and DIP). Instead of presenting results for PON, an analysis
of the effects/contributions to primary production (PP) would be much more in-
sightful and would explicitly address the formulated research question. In this
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context, I would also suggest to not only analyze surface values (like in Fig. 9),
but to consider water column averages (or water column integrals for PP). The
differences between the shipping contributions to DIN and PON might simply be
related to the sinking of (detritus as a part of) PON into deeper layers.

> We agree that “biomass production” indicates that processes are consindered –
which is not the case. Hence, we replaced “biomass production” by “PON concen-
trations”.

> We also agree that looking into primary production or other process would be quite
interesting. However, we did not write out the process rates during the model sim-
ulations. We would need to re-run the model to obtain correct process rates. We
would prefer not to perform further simulations. Hence, we reformulated the research
question.

2 Minor points/Specific comments

Page 3, line 27: What is “this”? Biomass production? Please specify in the
question.

> We replaced this by DIN concentrations and biomass production.

Page 3, lines 28-34: It should be mentioned that a marine model is used in combi-
nation with different atmospheric deposition data (question 1) and element trac-
ing (question 2).

> Clearly stated what is done to deal with question 1 (“For question one, . . . ”, l.28)
and question 2 (“For question two, . . . ”, l. 33). Additionally in l.28–32, the sentence
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“Two nitrogen deposition data sets, which were calculated with the same CTM but with
different spatial resolution and different precipitation parameterizations, are used for
this purpose.” was reformulated to “Two nitrogen deposition data sets, which were
calculated with the same CTM but with different spatial resolution and different precipi-
tation parameterizations, are chosen for this purpose. They are used as forcing for two
marine biogeochemical model simulations with one and the same model. ”.

Although, there is a well outlined motivation for this study, it gets a bit lost in the
last paragraph of the introduction (page 4, lines 2-9), which reads like a rather
long summary of existing research related to the present study. The authors
could simply move the first sentence (page 4, lines 1-2) to the end of the para-
graph to finish the introduction with a highlight statement.

> reordered as suggested.

Page 4, lines 11-21: This paragraph should be part of section 2.1, as it only refers
to the atmospheric modeling. Also, it would help to have a short introduction at
the very beginning of the methods section, in which the different methods that
are combined (atmospheric models, marine model, element tracing) are briefly
mentioned.

> The intention of this paragraph (p.4, l.11–21) was to give such quick broad description
of the model setup here before describing the model components and input data in
detail. We modified the text passages in the beginning of section 2 in order to better
fulfill this.

Throughout the manuscript (incl. figure labels), use acronyms/abbreviations
consistently, i.e. do not use the same acronym for two different things (e.g.
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CMAQ04 for the atmospheric model and the setup of the marine model) and do
not change between upper- and lowercase letters (e.g. emep and EMEP, dmu547
and DMU547)

> All station names are written upper case, now.

> Deposition data are denoted as CMAQ04dep, CMAQ16dep, and EMEP50dep.

> Marine biogeochemical model results are denoted as CMAQ04mod, CMAQ16mod,
and EMEP50mod.

> All figures and tables were updated to comply with the new naming convention.

Page 6, lines 2-4: The authors later state that EMEP data with 0.1◦×0.1◦ resolution
are available (Karl et al., in prep. same spec. issue b). Some of the key findings
of Bian et al. (2017) regarding the quality of EMEP could be included here.

> a) We used the default EMEP nitrogen deposition products. For the year 2012, only
data of the old resolution of 50 × 50 km2 are available on the EMEP homepage. The
year 2013 was repeated in the new resolution of 0.1◦×0.1◦. The EMEP deposition data
used in Karl et al. (in prep) were specifically generated for that publication.

> b) We included a paragraph summarizing the results of Bian et al. (2017).

Page 6, line 12 - page 7, line 16: It might make sense to first present the marine
model (i.e. before the atmospheric models), as it constitutes the basis for all
aspects of the study. What boundary conditions were used for the outermost
model domain?

> We have chosen the order of atmospheric (Sect. 2.1) and oceanic (Sect. 2.2) model
description because this reflects the order of the nitrogen flow considered in this study
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(going from the atmosphere into the ocean). Therefore, we think that the present order
is reasonable.

> Appended information on boundary conditions to the paragraph in grid resolution (p.
7, l. 21)

Figure 2: Are nitrification and (benthic) denitrification not included in the model?
N2 fixation is also not included in the figure. I suggest including arrows for all
processes that are involved in the N cycle. Also, include the description of the
abbreviations in the figure caption.

> nitrification, denitrification, and fixation are now included as suggested; a second
figure showing processes in the sediment and at the sediment-water interface was
added;

> added all abbreviations to all figure captions;

Page 7, lines 13-17: It would be helpful for readers not knowing the element
tracing method to at least add a short sentence how the tracing is technically
done, i.e. by introducing additional model state variables and corresponding
processes to the model.

> inserted as a new paragraph after line 17

Figures 3 and 4: I would suggest to merge these figures into one (my preferred
choice), or at least show them as panels A and B in one figure.

> Figures merged as suggested
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Figures 5 and 7-10: The panels of the figures are too small and many features
discussed in-text are barely visible.

> Accidently, we created the submitted PDF with medium resolution PNG files instead
of vector graphics. Now we inserted them as vector graphics and increased their width
in the document.

What does “surface” in Figures 7, 9 and 10 refer to? Is it the uppermost model
layer or is it a surface layer of defined thickness? Please specify in the text.

> Included: “The upper five model layers (0 m to ≈ 12 m depth) are considered as
surface layer.”. We included this information also in the first paragraph of Sect. 2.4
(“Model Validation”).

Does Figure 8 also show surface values? Please specify in the caption.

> Yes, surface values. Added to captions of Figs. 7 and 8.

You could add the 5% and 10% isolines to the panels in the right column of Figure
9 for an easier link to the text description.

> isolines added as suggested

Page 13, lines 2-3: The simulated fall increase in DIN seems fine to me, consid-
ering the data variability in October/November.

> Removed the sentence.
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Page 14, lines 29-31: What exactly do you mean with bioavailable PON? Is it
detrital N only? Please add how exactly PON is calculated. Also mention that
DIP is shown in the bottom row of Figure 7.

> We explicitely state “bioavailable” because we do not consider PON that is some-
how not available for biogeochemical processes. Clarified the meaning of “bioavailable
PON”, added how PON is calculated (detritus + phytoplankton + zooplankton), and
mentioned DIP.

Page 17, lines 6-10: I would suggest describing the differences between the two
CMAQ cases and between CMAQ and EMEP, before summarizing the section. At
the moment, the latter is not addressed and only mentioned in the last sentence
of the paragraph, without any text basis for the reader.

> added another sentence to the CMAQ04-CMAQ16 comparison and added a CMAQ-
EMEP comparison as suggested

Page 17, lines 11-16: So, we cannot draw any clear conclusion here. See my first
major point

> split the paragraph into two and modified the content; simulations over longer time
periods indicate that a steady-state of atmospheric nitrogen is reach after two to three
years;

Page 17, lines 29-31: What about the effect of sinking of PON out of the surface
layer? Also see my major point #2.
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> We ignore the PON, which leaves the surface layer. We agree that it would be very
important for budget calculations. Instead of dealing with this issue we reformulated
the research questions by prepending “surface layer ” to “concentrations”.

Page 18, line 13 - page 19, line 1: “Evaluating the total atmospheric contribu-
tion to DIN might have probably provided a qualitatively similar picture than this
shipping evaluation.” I do not see the relevance of this statement - maybe delete
it?

> removed sentence

Page 19, line 3: The Conclusions are too long and should rather be called Dis-
cussion. It is currently not possible to get, what the main conclusions are. The
authors could further rename their Outlook to “Conclusions and Outlook” and
state their most important conclusions there, followed by the suggestions for
future studies.

> We renamed the conclusions to summarizing discussion, included the suggested
modifications from below, and wrote new conclusions.

Page 20, lines 17-18: What are the potential causes for this mismatch in the
bloom timing? Please specify in the text.

> We added Fig. S.1 to the Supplement (previous Fig. S.1 now is Fig. S.2a), which
shows the modeled and measured salinity in the Arkona Basin between 1st and 5th
February 2012. It shows that the modeled Baltic Sea was stratified (blue line) whereas
the real Baltic Sea (black “+”) was well mixed. Therefore, the modeled algal bloom
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started in February, while the real-world algal bloom ddid not start before March (Was-
mund et al., 2013).

> Similarly, in the end of the year, the mixing starts too early in the model.

> Added the information to the paragraph p.13 l.11 to p.14 l.4 (old page and line num-
bers). Added a brief statement to p.20, l.18.

Page 20, lines 28-29: This statement is very general and its validity depends
strongly on the purpose and time scale of the simulation. I would argue that the
high-resolution data, which resolve short-term precipitation events (see page
18, lines 4-6), are better suited for the impact analysis of such events on the
local biogeochemistry. In fact, it could be very interesting to compare station
time series of, e.g. DIN and PP, produced by the different model setups at the
location and time of this precipitation event, to analyze the effect of the improved
resolution on local biogeochemistry.

> removed the sentence as suggested and re-wrote similar as suggested for new con-
clusions

Page 21, lines 4-5: Please explain why the relative differences in DIN and PON
are much lower than those in the deposition, despite the high contribution of
atmospheric deposition to nitrate at station DB2 (Figure S1)? Is the atmospheric
contribution much lower in most other regions?

> Note (because Supplement changed): previous Fig. S.1 now is S.2b.

> The atmospheric contribution is much lower in most other regions. We added a new
figure Fig. S.5 to the supplement showing relative atmospheric contribution.
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> The sentences was ambiguously formulated. It should refer to the open sea and
not to the Grabow. We inserted a paragraph break on p.21 l.2 to emphasize the geo-
graphic shift and reformulated “However, the relative differences in the DIN and PON
concentrations were considerably lower than the relative differences in the nitrogen de-
position.” to “However in this study, the relative differences between CMAQ16mod and
CMAQ04mod in the DIN and PON concentrations were considerably lower than the rel-
ative differences between CMAQ16dep and CMAQ04dep.”. Additionally, we appende
the sentences “This is reasonable because nitrogen in DIN does not only source from
atmospheric deposition. Hence, a 10 % deviation in the nitrogen deposition is less than
10 % deviation in DIN.”.

> Nevertheless, the situation at DB2 is quite interesting. The dominant source for
DIN in the Grabow is atmospheric nitrogen deposition. Relative differences between
DINCMAQ16mod and DINCMAQ04mod and between PONCMAQ16mod and PONCMAQ04mod

should be close to relative differences between CMAQ16dep and CMAQ04dep. For
DIN, this is the case. For PON, this is not the case (Fig. 8, left column; Grabow is not
red for PON). We added another Figure to the Supplement (Fig. S.2b), which is similar
to Fig. S.2a but shows PON instead of DIN. We see that the relative atmospheric con-
tribution to PON (absolute values are shown!) is lower than the relative atmospheric
contribution to DIN. The PON concentrations show similar oscillations as the DIP con-
centrations (Fig. 6, column four, center row). Hence, we assume that PON from outside
the Grabow is transported ocasionally into the lagoon. DIN is also transported into the
Grabow. But, DIN is quickly consumed by phytoplankton, whereas PON has a longer
residence time. Therefore, the non-atmospheric nitrogen contribution to PON is higher
than to DIN.

Page 21, lines 6-12: Please be specific what processes/interactions may not be
fully covered by the model, and what “not fully covered” means in this context?
Are they not included in the model or “just” under-/overestimated. Also provide
references if the latter is the case. What exactly do you mean with “improving
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the quality”? Is it the resolution or the magnitude of the data (considering the
strong differences between CMAQ and EMEP deposition)?

> removed the sentences containing “improving the quality ”

> re-wrote sentence to “The reasons for this might be (a) missing small rivers and diffu-
sive ground water inflows and (b) simplified water-sediment interactions (e.g. compare
this study’s sediment processes with Asmala et al. (2017)).”

Page 21, lines 19-20: The evaluation of the different deposition data is not re-
ally the goal of this study. However, considering that N deposition (from land
sources) is largest in the coastal regions, I partly disagree with the statement
of the authors that regions with less coastline should be considered to evaluate
CMAQ and EMEP deposition data. Reliable data are especially needed in the re-
gions with the largest atmospheric influence. These can be offshore regions as
shown, e.g. for the southern North Sea (Troost et al., 2013; Große et al., 2017).
However, this can also be the case in near-shore regions in the absence of major
rivers (see Figure S1).

> We removed the sentence.

> We think that the models should be valided on the plain ocean first because there
we have less processes and side effects to consider. If we are sure that the nitrogen
deposition into the ocean is correctly calculated we can go to more complicated areas
like coastal reagions.

Page 21, lines 24-34: In this paragraph, the authors basically admit that the
present study setup does not allow for a clear conclusion on the different study
goals. From my perspective, this questions the value of the study in its current
form (see also my first major point).
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> removed large parts of this paragraph and rewrote the conclusions completely

Page 22, lines 6-7: No actual processes are analyzed (see my second major
point).

> “processes” was removed from the research questions

Page 22, line 15: Please state the key finding of Karl et al. (in prep. same spec.
issue a).

> Removed sentence because extending this topic would take some space and provide
no benefit for the conclusions of this study.

3 Technical corrections

If possible within the journal manuscript guidelines, the authors could consider
providing a list of abbreviations/acronyms as part of the supplement. There are
a lot of these in this study, especially in the methods section. Introducing all of
them in-text could be tedious.

> added a list of abbreviations/acronyms to the supplement as suggested

Page 2, line 6: “StÅlnacke”

> corrected as suggested
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Page 2, line 18: “because a higher”

> corrected as suggested

Page 3, line 24: “questions” instead of “topics”?

> changed as suggested

Page 3, lines 31-32: “to get a feeling” sounds a bit informal

> changed “to get a feeling” to “to assess”

Page 3, line 33: “question” instead of “topic”?

> changed as suggested

Page 4, Table 1: use uppercase acronyms (CMAQ, EMEP); use “16km x 16km”
or simply “16km” for the spatial resolution (and analogous for the other resolu-
tions; also in the text); use “Meteorology” instead of “Meteo”

> Modified structure of the table. Renamed deposition data sets to: CMAQ16dep,
CMAQ04dep, and EMEP50dep. The model results of the simulations forced by
these deposition data sets are now denoted as CMAQ16mod, CMAQ04mod, and
EMEP50mod, respectively. Because of the new naming convention the reader directly
knows if a deposition data set or biogeochemical model result is mentioned in the text.
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Page 4, line 11: please introduce the acronym “HBM-ERGOM” here by first stat-
ing the full name

> changed “HBM-ERGOM” to “HBM-ERGOM (HIROMB-BOOS-Model, Ecological Re-
Gional Ocean Model)”

Page 5 lines 2-5: “For this study, we used CMAQ version 5.0.1 . . . ”; remove “was
used for this study”

> changed as suggested

Page 5, line 11: “online” instead of “inline”?

> changed as suggested

Page 5, line 14: “and 30 vertical z-layers each”

> changed as suggested

Page 5, line 17: There is no cmaq64 in this study

> removed as suggested

Page 5, line 33: What is “AIS”?

> Included on page 5 in former line 10 after “Marine shipping emissions were calcu-
lated with the STEAM mode (Jalkanen et al., 2012)”. Now it reads “Marine shipping
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emissions were calculated with the STEAM model (Jalkanen et al., 2012) based on
data of the automatic identification system (AIS). Via AIS modern ships broadcast their
location, direction of travel, speed, IMO number, and further information.”

Page 6, line 2: “simulation is”

> Modified whole sentence.

Page 7, line 5: “Reid1990”

> corrected as suggested

Page 7, line 8: remove “Sil” in parentheses and use “SiO4-” in schematic (Fig. 2)

> corrected in text and figure as suggested

Page 7, line 10: add abbreviations “MiZ” and “MeZ” after the two full terms

> added suggested

Page 7, line 15: “all model state variables and processes”

> replaced “the ecosystem” by the new formulation

Page 8, caption Fig. 3: “Study region and geographic locations . . . ”
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> added as suggested

Page 9, Table 2: add units for “Lon” and “Lat”; use “IOW-DB” as in the text

> Added units [◦E] and [◦N]. Corrected “IOW” to “IOWDB”.

Page 9, line 7: “Validation data” instead of “Model validation”

> corrected as suggested

Page 9, lines 9-11: remove the sentence about PON, as it is not used for valida-
tion

> removed as suggested

Page 10, lines 1-2: “less than 10km” distance from land? Please clarify. “North”,
“West”, “South” now with uppercase first letter, previously with lowercase (page
8, line 13), please be consistent

> Replaced “. . . and is surrounded by land (less than 10 km) towards North, West, and
South.” by “. . . . Its distance to land towards north, west, and south is less than 10 km
each.”.

Page 10, lines 6-11: repetition of lines 1-5

> removed as suggested
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Page 10, line 14: DB2 is not yet introduced

> Switched order of TF12 and DB2 (now: first DB2, then TF12)

Page 10, line 17: “because of its enclosed location and missing rivers”

> added as suggested

Page 11, lines 5-6: This has already been mentioned on page 5, line 25

> removed as suggested

Page 11, lines 15-17: the explanation for the artifact can be shortened, as it has
been done previously (page 2, lines 18-19)

> removed some parts and reformulated text passage a bit; In the Introduction (p.2,
l.18-19), we mention that the dry deposition is higher above land than above water.
However, we do not describe, which artefacts in the model data result from this when
common output strategies (sum deposition into/onto all compartments) are used.

Page 11, line 27: “Fig. 8”, references to Figures and Tables should be in the
order of their appearance in the manuscript

> added to maps from Fig. 8 to Fig. 5

Page 12: line 9: What do you mean with “boxes” and “less regular patterns”?
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> Replaced “regular boxes but a less regular pattern” by “squares of 50 km side length”

Page 12, line 10: “Whether it”

> added as suggested

Page 13, Figure 6: use the acronyms in the top left legend (CMAQ16 etc.)

> acronyms added; some minor font improvements

Page 13, lines 11-12: “timing” instead of “temporal occurrence”?

> replaced as suggested

Page 14, line 13: “atmospheric deposition data”

> added “data” as suggested

Page 14, line 22: “much lower. At station”

> corrected as suggested

Page 14, line 24: “The highest differences correlate with the vicinity to land”

> corrected as suggested
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Page 14, line 26: “coast. Station TF13”

> corrected as suggested

Page 14, line 32: add references to left and center column of Figure 7

> corrected as suggested

Page 15, line 1: “Oder River”

> corrected as suggested

Page 15, line 8: “patterns”; remove “except for the magnitude”, it is a repetition

> modified and removed as suggested

Page 16, Figure 8: “CMAQ04 minus CMAQ16” and “EMEP minus CMAQ16” in
figure titles; add to the caption what was used for normalization to calculate the
relative changes (CMAQ16?); the units of the absolute values of DIN, PON and
DIP should be “µmol N/P m−3”, right? Some are “µmol N/P m−2”

> Added title to figures. We replaced “with respect” by “relative”. We corrected the
units (right, it should be m−3).)

Page 16, line 2: “in the two columns”

> added “the” as suggested
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Page 16, line 3: “the patterns shown for absolute differences are”

> corrected as suggested

Page 17, line 10: “to EMEP nitrogen deposition”; remove “data set - namely
EMEP”

> Replaced “to another nitrogen deposition data set - namely EMEP” by “to the EMEP
nitrogen deposition data set”

Page 17, line 21: “east of R’́ugen”

> corrected as suggested

Page 17, line 23: “Fig. 9, top right”

> corrected as suggested

Page 18, line 1: “south of Funen”

> corrected as suggested

Page 18, line 3: add “Lolland” label to Fig. 3

> updated as suggested

Page 18, line 5, “south of Funen”
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> corrected as suggested

Page 18, line 6: “due to the averaging”

> corrected as suggested

Page 20, line 1: “to get a feeling” sounds very informal; “Independent of the
coarse resolution, . . . ”, include reference to Karl et al. (in prep. same spec.
issue b)

> Replaced “to get a feeling” by “to assess”. Changed “coarser” to “coarse”. A refer-
ence to Karl et al. is included in line 7 and onwards. Line 1 describes differences that
are visible in this publication’s figures. Therefore, we did not add a reference to Karl et
al. there.

Page 20, line 4: “attributed” instead of “accounted for”

> corrected as suggested

Page 20, lines 12-13: repetition of the previous sentence

> removed duplicate as suggested

Page 20, line 15: “was presented”

> We did include this correction: “Data . . . were . . . .”
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Page 20, line 17: “timing” instead of “temporal occurrence”?

> corrected as suggested

Page 20, line 33: “closer” or remove “than DIN” in next line

> corrected as suggested

Page 21, line 2: “therefore” instead of “wherefore”; “In the open Baltic Sea”
instead of “At the open ocean”

> Replaced “wherefore” by “therefore” and split this sentence into two by adding a full
stop before “therefore”. Included other correction.

Page 21, line 7: “fjords, boddens, and lagoons”

> corrected as suggested

Page 21, line 29: “this study”

> corrected as suggested

Page 22, line 15: “from a NECA scenario”

> corrected as suggested

Page 22, line 24: “spatio-temporal”
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> corrected as suggested

Page 22, lines 31-33: shorter, because it repeats the last sentence of the previous
section

> Replaced “In this study, only one year was considered. However, the impact of differ-
ent deposition data sets might take several years to develop its full impact. Therefore,
future studies should focus on a longer time period – i.e. five to ten years when ni-
trogen is considered.” by “Future studies should focus on time periods of five to ten
years because the impact of different deposition data sets might take several years to
develop its full impact.”.

Page 23, line 9: “The data is available”

> Not corrected. The word data is considered to be plural.

Page 23, line 14: “was created”

> Not corrected. See above.

Page 23, line 15: “publish the data, because”

> corrected as suggested

Page 23, lines 16, 18, 21, 22: “data is available”

> Not corrected. See above.
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Page 23, line 22: “upon request”

> corrected as suggested

Page 23, line 30: “Introduction section, and to the development of the research
questions”

> corrected as suggested

Page 24, lines 22-23: remove “.cdo) . . . ”, looks like a copy-paste error

> removed as suggested

Interactive comment on Ocean Sci. Discuss., https://doi.org/10.5194/os-2018-71, 2018.
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